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a b s t r a c t 

Context: A set of algorithms exist to generate integrated development environment (IDE) command rec- 

ommendations. The recommendations are aimed at improving software developer’s interaction with an 

IDE. Even though the interface is a critical element of every recommender system, we are not aware of 

any existing graphical user interface to present such recommendations. 

Objective: This paper describes and evaluates a novel design of a graphical user interface to recommend 

commands within an IDE. The interface contains a description of the suggested command, an explanation 

of why the command is recommended, and a command usage example. 

Method: The proposed design is based on the analysis of guidelines identified in the literature. Its accep- 

tance and usability were evaluated through a user study with 36 software developers and semi-structured 

interviews with 11 software developers. 

Results: The results indicate that the suggested interface is well accepted, but it can be further improved. 

Through the interviews and the implementation of the interface, we identified a series of requirements 

important for the development of future IDE command recommender systems. 

Conclusions: This paper shows that a convenient graphical user interface is critical to achieve high ac- 

ceptance of IDE command recommendations. Our work also illustrates steps useful for undertaking user 

studies related to IDE command recommendations in a practical setting without human intervention. A 

future step is to evaluate the interface within the business environment, where recommendations are 

generated and presented in an IDE used by practicing software developers as part of their normal work- 

day. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

To serve the needs of a diverse user population, high-

functionality applications provide a large set of functions that are

potentially overwhelming for a user [1] . Although it is not ex-

pected that a generic user access all the provided functionality,

for some applications—including integrated development environ-

ments (IDEs)—the proportion of the used functionality is surpris-

ingly low. For example, average users of Eclipse IDE 1 use only 42

out of more than 1100 available commands [2] ; where a command
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: marko.gasparic@stud-inf.unibz.it , m.gasparic@gmail.com (M. 

Gasparic). 
1 http://www.eclipse.org . 
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orresponds to a menu button or a shortcut that executes a func-

ion, such as paste or open resource, amongst many others. 

One of the likely reasons for the low usage of functionality is

he lack of the exact knowledge of which functionality is available

nd potentially useful [3,4] . As a consequence, many users do not

xploit the full potential offered by an application. Conversely, a

etter knowledge of the target high-functionality application can

elp users to more effectively choose the precise functionality that

s more useful in a specific situation. To improve such knowledge,

he application of recommender systems (RSs) has been proposed.

ecommender systems are personalized information search and fil-

ering tools that direct the users to items that are estimated to be

seful for them [5] . They are primarily conceived to support indi-

iduals who lack sufficient knowledge or time to evaluate the po-

entially overwhelming number of alternative options that may be

vailable [6,7] . 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.infsof.2017.08.006
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/infsof
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.infsof.2017.08.006&domain=pdf
mailto:marko.gasparic@stud-inf.unibz.it
mailto:m.gasparic@gmail.com
http://www.eclipse.org
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.infsof.2017.08.006
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In this paper, we focus on command recommendations in an

DE. Within software engineering, it is generally accepted that soft-

are development tools can affect the efficiency and quality of

oftware construction [8–10] and that the knowledge of those tools

irectly impacts on the productivity of programmers [11] . One rea-

on for this is that “tools allow repetitive, well-defined actions to

e automated, reducing the cognitive load on the software engi-

eer who is then free to concentrate on the creative aspects of the

rocess” [12, pp. 368] . Thus, we conjecture that a better knowl-

dge of the commands offered by an IDE would help programmers

o more effectively choose the functionality that can help them in

 specific situation. 

We envision the following use case: while developers use an

DE, the command recommender system is observing their interac-

ion with the application; if the recommender detects that a spe-

ific command would be useful, but it is never used, it invites the

eveloper, at a convenient time and with a well suited graphical

ser interface (GUI), to learn and use this command in the future.

n this scenario, it is important to design an appropriate GUI to

resent the recommended commands in a way that allows the user

o evaluate and act upon them [13] . 

To date, a set of algorithms for selecting IDE command recom-

endations has been proposed by Murphy-Hill et al. [14] , Zolaktaf

nd Murphy [15] , and Gasparic et al. [16] ; but we are not aware

f any specifically designed and validated user interface to present

hese recommendations. Nevertheless, the user interface used to

resent recommendations is a critical element of a recommender

ystem, as it can affect the user’s trust and loyalty to the system,

nd it can influence the user’s final decision to accept the recom-

endation [17] . 

We propose and validate a GUI designed for an IDE command

ecommender system, which is based on design guidelines iden-

ified in the literature. The proposed GUI consist of three parts:

ommand name and description, explanation of recommendation,

nd command usage example. The GUI is not bound to a specific

ype of IDE commands nor to a particular recommendation algo-

ithm, hence, it is general and can be supported by a variety of

ommand recommender systems. The specific research goals ad-

ressed in this paper are: 

• design a novel GUI to recommend IDE commands based on ap-

proaches and guidelines identified in the literature; and 

• evaluate the acceptance and usability of the proposed GUI. 

To design the GUI, we followed Design Science research guide-

ines [18] . We evaluated the perceived usability and acceptance of

ur GUI by performing a user study with 36 software developers

nd semi-structured interviews with 11 software developers. The

esults show that most of the participants would like to use an IDE

ommand recommender system if it is augmented with a conve-

ient GUI, such as the one proposed in this paper. The results also

ndicate that the acceptance of the GUI can be improved further

y adapting the GUI to the recommended command and the recip-

ent’s profile. In particular, the developers would like to be in con-

rol of the information that is included in the presentation of the

ommand, some would like to block certain types of recommen-

ations, and some would like to be able to customize the types

f data that are shared with the recommender system. Finally, we

iscovered that users find the description of the suggested com-

and and its usage example more valuable than the explanation

f the reasons for the recommendation. 

Based on the evaluation results, we updated the GUI and imple-

ented a prototype that can automatically generate personalized

ecommendation explanations. Additionally, we describe in this pa-

er a potential approach to automate the generation of other parts

f the GUI content, such as command descriptions and usage ex-

mples. The full automation of the generation of the content for
resenting IDE commands will enable the set of recommendable

ommands to grow together with the IDE. 

The main contributions of our work are: the development of a

ew GUI design for an IDE command recommender system based

n guidelines identified in the literature, its evaluation in a form

f a user study, and a road-map towards a fully automated IDE

ommand recommendation presentation. A brief explanation of the

UI and initial survey results are also reported in a short paper

ublished at the International Conference on Intelligent User Inter-

aces [19] . 

The reminder of the paper is structured as follows: the research

ethod is discussed in detail in Section 2 ; the proposed GUI is pre-

ented in Section 3 ; the guidelines identified in the literature to

esign GUIs of recommender systems are presented in Section 4.1 ;

he list of existing command recommender systems and their as-

essment in respect to the main guidelines are in Section 4.2 ; the

esults of the evaluation are in Section 5 ; the discussion of the re-

ults is in Section 6 ; the future work required for putting the GUI

nto practice, including a road-map towards a fully automated gen-

ration of the GUI content, is presented in Section 7 ; and the con-

lusions are in Section 8 . 

. Research method 

In this section, we describe the Design Science paradigm and

xplain how we followed the guidelines devised by Hevner et al.

18] . 

In general, engineers in various fields are devising artifacts that

ave desired properties to attain specific goals [20] . Unlike tradi-

ional natural sciences, which are focused on understanding the

eality, the focus of Design Science is the creation of artifacts that

erve human purpose and are assessed according to their value

r utility [21] . Fundamentally, Design Science is a problem-solving

aradigm, which combines existing theories with experience, cre-

tivity, and intuition of the researcher, to solve problems arising

rom the organization of people and technology [18] . 

Design Science consists of two basic activities: building and

valuating; hence, it is particularly applicable to computer sci-

nce research, which is mainly concerned with artificial phenom-

na that can be both created and studied [21] . Moreover, due to

he complexity of the artifact design and often insufficient existing

heories, a Design Science approach is proactive, in the sense that

 new artifact is first created with theories focused on its applica-

ion impact following after [18] . According to the literature review

nd typology of Offermann et al. [22] , who studied 62 research pa-

ers published in MIS Quarterly journal and in the proceedings of

he international conference on Global Perspectives on Design Sci-

nce Research, there are eight basic types of artifacts that emerged

uring the application of Design Science paradigm, namely: sys-

em design, method, language/notation, algorithm, guideline, require-

ents, pattern , and metric . The overall goal of this paper is to de-

ign and evaluate a GUI to recommend useful commands within an

DE, thus, the type of the artifact described in this paper is system

esign . 

Hevner et al. [18] devised guidelines to conduct Design Science,

hich state that Design Science research requires the creation of

n innovative, purposeful artifact (guideline 1) for a specified prob-

em domain (guideline 2). To understand if the artifact helps to

olve the specified problem, a thorough evaluation of the artifact

s crucial (guideline 3). Moreover, the artifact must solve a so far

nsolved problem or solve a known problem in a more effective

r efficient way (guideline 4); the novelty requirement is what dif-

erentiates Design Science from design. The artifact itself must be

igorously defined, formally represented, coherent, and internally

onsistent (guideline 5). The process by which the artifact is cre-

ted defines the problem space and describes the mechanism by
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2 To express the familiarity with the command, the participants had to select one 

of the four options from the taxonomy proposed by Anderson-Meger [26] . For the 

exact list of options, please see Table A3 , which appears in Appendix. 
which an effective solution is found (guideline 6). Finally, the re-

sults of the Design Science research must be communicated effec-

tively (guideline 7) to a technical audience (researchers who will

extend them and practitioners who will implement them) and to a

managerial audience (researchers who will study them in context

and practitioners who will decide if they should be implemented

within their organizations). 

The work of this paper is based on the fulfillment of these

seven guidelines. We present the designed artifact (guideline 1)

and the rationale we considered in its design ( Sections 3 and 4.1 ).

We describe the problem relevance (guideline 2), by presenting the

potential usefulness of IDE command recommender systems, the

importance of the GUI in such systems, and the lack of an existing

GUI for IDE command recommender systems ( Section 1 ). We eval-

uate the artifact (guideline 3) focusing on two aspects: the accep-

tance and the usability of the GUI ( Sections 5 and 6 ). Additionally,

we describe the acquired knowledge about the importance of dif-

ferent GUI parts, together with identified potential GUI flaws and

opportunities for improvements. We adopt two instruments to per-

form the evaluation: 

• a structured questionnaire to assess the acceptance and per-

ceived usability of the designed GUI; and 

• a semi-structured interview to gather the general attitude to-

wards IDE command recommender systems, how such systems

should work so that users would accept them, which informa-

tion such systems should provide to the user, how a recom-

mendation should be explained, and how such systems should

notify a user when a new recommendation is available. 

Between 24 th and 27 th May 2016, the first author of this paper

distributed approximately 100 questionnaires and conducted 11 in-

terviews among the participants of the XP 2016 conference (see

[23] for the initial definition of the study). XP is a scientific confer-

ence with a strong participation of practitioners from the industry.

Using the taxonomy of design evaluation methods proposed

in [18] , we can categorize the questionnaire as “experimental”

and “simulation”, since we confronted the study participants with

mock-ups of the designed GUI and collected their feedback on the

GUI acceptance and the perceived usability. The semi-structured

interviews are complementary to the questionnaires, since they

help to understand the context in which the design artifact is eval-

uated. 

A widely accepted approach for formulating measurement goals

and systematically refining them into measures that specify the

data to be collected is the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) model

[24,25] . We use it to define the data to be collected by the ques-

tionnaire and the interviews: we begin with structured measure-

ment goal definition, continue with questions to describe how to

achieve the measurement goal, and end with description of how

to collect the data to answer the defined measurement questions,

i.e., metrics. 

The measurement goal of the questionnaire used for the GUI

simulation study—formulated as a GQM-goal—is: 

Analyze the proposed GUI 

to evaluate it 

with respect to its usability and acceptance 

from the point of view of a software developer receiving an IDE

command recommendation 

in the context of using an IDE. 

We defined four measurement questions associated with this

goal, to specify the information we want to gain from the ques-

tionnaire: 

1: Which types of developers—according to gender, age, knowl-

edge, experience, and general attitude towards IDE command
recommender system—participated in the evaluation of the

proposed GUI? 

2: How well do participants accept IDE command recommenda-

tions, if they are presented by the proposed GUI? 

3: How well is the proposed GUI accepted by the participants? 

4: How useful do the participants perceive the parts of the de-

signed GUI? 

To answer these measurement questions, we formulated cor-

esponding questions within the questionnaire. The format of the

uestionnaire was “paper and pencil”. It consisted of three groups

f questions: demographics (Q1), command knowledge (Q1), and per-

eption of the proposed GUI (Q2, Q3, and Q4). Before the XP confer-

nce, we performed a pilot study within the Faculty of Computer

cience at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. We asked five re-

earchers, who occasionally use an IDE, to answer the question-

aire. For these pilot participants, we measured the time needed to

nsure that the questionnaire was not too long. We also collected

heir opinions to ensure that the questionnaire was understandable

or average IDE users. 

The questionnaire started with fields for email address, gender,

nd age (these were the only non-compulsory fields). After that,

e asked participants to state their programming experience and

ypical activities they perform in an IDE. Then we asked them to

ist the IDEs and the programming languages they have used in

he last two years. At the end of the first part, the study partici-

ants had to mark, on a five-point Likert scale, how strongly they

gree with the statements about the usefulness of learning new

DE commands for themselves and for others, and whether they

hink that using an IDE command recommender system would be

 good idea. 

In the second part of the questionnaire, we presented nine sam-

le commands and for each command we asked the participants if

hey have ever used the command before (in any IDE) and how

amiliar they are with it. 2 These questions allowed us to estimate

he general IDE knowledge of the participants and forced the par-

icipants to carefully examine all nine commands, before selecting

ne in the third part of the questionnaire. The selection of sam-

le commands was based on the data set of Gasparic et al. [27] .

e selected three navigating, three editing, and three debugging

ommands. Each group included one command that was used very

ften, one that was used sometimes, and one that was used rarely

y the subjects observed in the study described in [27] . These com-

ands are: 

• Breakpoint Properties (debugging, 3 executions). 

• Navigate Back (navigating, 512 executions). 

• Next Editor (navigating, 5 executions). 

• Open Resource (navigating, 142 executions). 

• Organize Imports (editing, 1810 executions). 

• Rename Element (editing, 256 executions). 

• Step Over (debugging, 6747 executions). 

• Step Return (debugging, 114 executions). 

• Surround with Try-Catch (editing, 5 executions). 

We note that in each questionnaire the order of the commands

as random, because we wanted to reduce command order bias. 

In the third part of the questionnaire, which is the core of our

tudy, we presented a fictional scenario of a situation in which

he command recommendation list appears on the bottom-left side

f the screen when an IDE opens. The commands in the list are

resented only with the names, but after the user selects a rec-

mmendation, the corresponding command presentation becomes
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isible in the center of the screen. The command presentation is

isualized within the GUI described in Section 3 . 

The participants had to imagine that one of the nine commands

resented before was recommended to them. They had to select

 command of which they were unaware or a command that is

he most interesting to them, if they already know all nine. For

he study purposes, we printed the mock-ups of the application

nterface and attached them to the questionnaire. We note that

he usage of paper-based prototypes is not uncommon in human–

omputer interaction research [28,29] . 

After the participants selected a command, they had to answer

he last set of questions. First, they had to express their agree-

ent with three statements from the System Usability Scale (SUS)

30] and with three statements from the Unified Theory of Accep-

ance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [31] , which are related to the

UI and the acceptance of the recommendations. These six state-

ents were ordered as follows: 

• I would find the command easy to use (UTAUT). 

• I think I would need some additional support to actually learn

how to use the command (SUS). 

• I would imagine that most people would learn to use this com-

mand very quickly (SUS). 

• I find the command presentation unnecessarily complex (SUS). 

• I would find the command useful in my job (UTAUT). 

• I intend to use the command in the future (UTAUT). 

Then we asked the participants which parts of the GUI—

command name and description”, “explanation of recommenda-

ion”, and “usage example” (see Fig. 2 , Section 3 )—they find nec-

ssary and which they find useful for evaluating the quality of the

ommand recommendation. At the end of the questionnaire, we

sked participants whether any information was missing. 

The exact list of questions and the mapping to the GQM de-

ned above are presented in Table A3 , which appears in Appendix

 sample of the questionnaire is publicly available at: https://

ites.google.com/site/mgasparic/gui . The answers to the questions,

hich are the GQM-metrics associated with the GQM-questions,

re presented in Section 5.1 . 

The questionnaires were available for the XP 2016 participants

t the reception desk and on the chairs in the rooms in which

rogramming workshops took place. Moreover, the questionnaires

ere distributed personally by the first author of this paper during

he breaks between the sessions. The participants could return the

ompleted questionnaire to the first author or throw it in a box

vailable at the reception desk. 

While the questionnaire was designed to specifically evalu-

te the designed GUI, by simulating its usage, we also wanted

o interview software developers to understand their expectations

bout the recommendation delivery and the data used to gener-

te a recommendation. The measurement goal of the interviews—

ormulated as a GQM-goal—is: 

Analyze software developers (participating at the XP 2016 con-

ference) 

to characterize them 

with respect to their expectations of recommendation delivery

and the data used to generate recommendations 

from the point of view of a software developer receiving an IDE

command recommendation 

in the context of using an IDE. 

We defined four measurement questions associated with this

oal, to specify the information we want to gain from the inter-

iews: 

5: Which types of developers—according to their attitude towards

recommender systems and their experience—participated in the

interviews? 
6: Based on which data should the recommendation algorithm

work to provide useful recommendations? 

7: Which information about a recommended command is ex-

pected? 

8: How should a recommendation be notified to the user so that

the user keeps using the system? 

To answer these measurement questions, we formulated the

uestions for interviews. The interviews were conducted face-to-

ace, using open-ended questions as a guidance, but neither the ex-

ct wording nor the order of the questions was determined ahead

f time, which “allowed the researcher to respond to the situation

t hand, to the emerging worldview of the respondent, and to new

deas on the topic” [32, pp. 111] . The initial script with the essen-

ial open-ended questions was created by the first author of the

aper. It was updated according to the comments of three other

uthors and another domain expert from the Free University of

ozen-Bolzano, who was not otherwise involved in this study. 

The form of the interview was the systematizing expert inter-

iew [33,34] , which is a specific form of applying semi-structured

nterviews. Using this technique, we managed to “collect context

nformation complementing insights coming from applying other

ethods” [34, pp. 166] ; in our case, the other method was the

uestionnaire. Because the interviewees are supposed to represent

 group of experts for a certain field or activity [34] , the partic-

pants had to have experience in software development and IDE

sage. As the analysis shows, almost all the interviewees currently

ork in industry or have worked in the past. Since we tried to

btain a diverse sample of developers, we invited XP 2016 partic-

pants of different age and gender, who were available to do the

nterview during the conference breaks or sessions. 

We started the interviews by asking the respondents about

heir development experience and if they also filled in the ques-

ionnaire. We then asked if they find it useful or interesting to

earn new IDE commands and if they would find an IDE command

ecommender system useful. The answers to those questions are

elated to Q5. 

Furthermore, imagining such a system, we asked on what data

hould recommendations be based. And we continued asking the

espondents about sharing the data of command usage and their

orking context, while using an IDE, such as sharing the data

bout opened views, source code meta-data, or even pure source

ode, for example. The answers to those questions were used as

he metrics of Q6. 

We also asked the participants which information about a com-

and they would like to receive when the command is recom-

ended. The answers to those questions were used as the metrics

f Q7. 

Finally, we asked how recommendations should be delivered

nd what the interviewees thought about being interrupted in

heir work because of an upcoming recommendation. We associ-

ted those answers with Q8. 

The interviews were recorded with a mobile phone and man-

ally transcribed. To analyze the content of the answers, we used

pen and axial coding methods [35] . Open coding helps researchers

o extract concepts and define categories in terms of their proper-

ies and dimensions, when analyzing the data. Axial coding helps

o reassemble the data that were fractured during open coding, by

inking the categories at the level of properties and dimensions. For

nstance, during open coding, we assigned codes to the answers of

he respondents that reflect the essence of the answer, e.g., “avoid

nterruptions” code was assigned to “I think interrupting can break

he concentration and it might take a lot of time to get it back.”

e note that at this step we did not deliberately reuse already as-

igned codes. Then, during axial coding, we grouped the extracted

pen codes into axial codes or themes ; for example, we grouped

https://sites.google.com/site/mgasparic/gui
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Fig. 1. Research process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Guidelines for each GUI part (1. command name and description, 2. explanation, 

3. usage example) and the supporting literature [19] . 

Guideline Part 

1 2 3 

Support “understandability” [13] ✕ ✕ 

Enable “transparency” [13] ✕ 

Support “assessability” [13] ✕ ✕ ✕ 

Support “attribute-based” choice pattern [39] ✕ 

Support “socially-based” choice pattern [39] ✕ 

Support “experience-based” choice pattern [39] ✕ 

Support “consequence-based” choice pattern [39] ✕ 

Adopt the “access information and experience” strategy [39] ✕ ✕ 

Adopt the “represent the choice situation” strategy [39] ✕ ✕ 

Adopt the “combine and compute” strategy [39] ✕ 

Adopt the “evaluate on behalf of the chooser” strategy [39] ✕ 

Use simple and natural language [40] ✕ 

Minimize user’s memory load [40] ✕ 

Provide shortcuts [40] ✕ 
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3 http://www.eclipse.org/epp/usagedata . 
the open codes “don’t show again button”, “example only if re-

quested by user”, and “option to configure time frames for recom-

mendations” to the “Configurability of the notification” axial code.

Following the methodology described in [36] , we looked for axial

codes that either relate to the phenomena under study, causal con-

ditions which lead to the occurrence of the phenomena, attributes

of the context of the investigated phenomena, intervening condi-

tions that influence the investigated phenomena, strategies that

the actors use to handle the phenomena, and the consequences of

their actions and interactions. 

The codes were extracted by the second author and then re-

viewed by the first author of the paper. Whenever there was a dis-

agreement on an assigned open code or on the subsequent group-

ing into an axial code, both researchers re-read the answer of the

respondent and corrected the assigned code to what—according to

both researchers—reflected the answer of the interview respondent

the most. 

As already mentioned, the main research contributions of this

paper (guideline 4) are the development of a new GUI design for

an IDE command recommender system and its evaluation. In our

study, from the perspective of the adopted Design Science research

paradigm, the research rigor (guideline 5) consisted in the identifi-

cation and application of relevant GUI design guidelines during the

construction of the artifact ( Section 4.1 ), its evaluation ( Section 5 ),

the discussion of possible threats to validity, and in the devis-

ing of the tactics to mitigate the impact of the identified threats

( Section 6 ). 

This paper describes one iteration of a design search process

(guideline 6) that started with a literature study, during which we

identified relevant guidelines, later used for designing the GUI, fol-

lowed by the evaluation of the mock-up with a questionnaire and

semi-structured interviews, followed by the analysis of the eval-

uation results, based on which the GUI design was updated and

finally implemented. The overall research process is also depicted

in Fig. 1 . This paper describes the execution of the first iteration

and communicates the important results (guideline 7). 

3. Proposed command recommendation GUI 

In this section, we present a novel IDE command recommen-

dation GUI. The structure of the proposed GUI can be split into

three main parts. Part 1 contains the description of the suggested

command: the command name, the shortcut, and a brief descrip-

tion of what the command does. Part 2 contains the explanation

of why the command is recommended: the context in which it is

often used, the proportion of similar users who already use this

command, and a persuasive statement. Finally, Part 3 presents the

effect of the command: two screenshots to graphically explain the

consequences of the command execution. 
Fig. 2 shows a sample of the proposed GUI for recommend-

ng IDE commands, with annotated parts. In the figure, the Open

esource command is suggested to the user. The rationale of the

nformation included in each part is based on the GUI design

uidelines presented in Section 4 and summarized in Table 1 . In

ection 4 , we will further discuss the motivations for the proposed

UI in relation with the previously mentioned guidelines; here we

iscuss in detail the content of the GUI parts. 

.1. Command name and description 

Part 1 starts with the command name, which is either the same

s the one used in the Eclipse menu or it is extracted from the

nding of the command unique identifier, as logged by Eclipse Us-

ge Data Collector. 3 For instance, the identifier of the Open Re-

ource command is “org.eclipse.ui.navigate.openResource”. 

After the name, there is the command’s shortcut to enable more

xperienced users to execute it faster. In our study, we used the

efault shortcut of Eclipse version for Windows operating system.

or example, the shortcut of the Open Resource command is “ctrl

 shift + r”. 

Beneath the shortcut, there is a brief, single sentence descrip-

ion of the command functionality, which includes the information

bout the benefit for the user. For instance, in Fig. 2 , the Open Re-

ource command “enables quick finding and opening of project re-

ources”. 

http://www.eclipse.org/epp/usagedata
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Fig. 2. Command presentation GUI with indicated main parts [19] . 
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.2. Explanation 

Part 2 contains the explanation why the command is recom-

ended. The explanation is structured according to the argumen-

ative facts explanation approach [37] : “A, B, therefore C”. 

The first sentence (i.e., A), describes the context in which the

ommand is often used, by illustrating in which GUI element, dur-

ng which activity, on which artifact, and after which other activity

he command is typically applied. For instance, in Fig. 2 , the Open

esource command “is often used in JSP-HTML editor when users

re editing Java methods”. 4 This context, which can be identified

y the recommender system, if it is context-aware, also represents

he situations in which the recommendation recipient often works.

or the purposes of this study, we manually identified the relevant

ontext. In Section 7 , we present an approach to automatically gen-

rate this sentence. 

The second sentence (i.e., B) indicates the proportion of users

ho already use this command and are similar to the target user,

r are slightly more proficient. For instance, in Fig. 2 , the Open

esource command “is used by 48% of users working on similar

asks who know up to 30% more commands”. We note that in this

tudy, we arbitrarily defined the proportions. 

The third sentence (i.e., C) of the recommendation explanation,

Therefore, the command seems to be suitable for your work”, is

he conclusion of the argument. While the first part of the argu-

ent leverages the command popularity and implies that the con-

ext in which the command can be used is also a common usage

ontext of the user, the last sentence, which is always the same, is

mplicitly urging the user to use the command. 

.3. Usage example 

In Part 3, which is—as Part 1—dedicated to the command pre-

entation, we placed a graphical usage example consisting of two

creenshots, connected with an arrow. Even though studying the

roposed example may be time consuming for the user, we de-
4 Parts of the context that do not apply are omitted. For instance, the preceding 

ctivity in Fig. 2 . 

g

 

ided to include it because assessing the recommendations of soft-

are engineering recommender systems typically requires a higher

evel of cognitive effort compared to recommender systems for

ther domains [13] and users are often willing to take their time

or making good decisions [38] . 

The first image in the example shows a typical situation in

hich the proposed command can be used and the second shows

ow executing the command affects that situation. For the pur-

oses of this study, we manually generated usage examples. In

ection 7 , we discuss how usage examples for IDE commands

ould be generated automatically. 

. Related work 

In this section, we present some GUI design guidelines drawn

rom existing literature, which we used to create the proposed GUI

or an IDE command recommender system. We also describe ex-

sting GUIs for command recommender systems, which were used

n other types of high-functionality applications, and we compare

hem with our proposal. 

.1. Design guidelines 

As already described in the previous section, the GUI design,

hich was evaluated in the user study reported in this paper, con-

ists of three main parts: command name and description, expla-

ation of recommendation, and command usage example. The ra-

ionale for this design is derived from a set of selected guidelines,

hich we identified in the literature. In Table 1 , we show the map-

ing between the selected guidelines and the GUI parts. In this

ection, we provide a detailed overview of the relevant literature

nd describe how the selected guidelines were implemented in the

roposed GUI. 

Murphy-Hill and Murphy [13] identified five important success

actors for the interface of a recommender system for software en-

ineering: 

• understandability : the degree to which a user is able to deter-

mine what a recommender system is suggesting; 
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5 Despite the fact that different policies, such as enforced coding styles, are not 

uncommon in software engineering, we are not aware of any policies or policy- 

makers that would define how the programmers should use an IDE on the level of 

the menu buttons or shortcuts that should or should not be used. 
• transparency : the degree to which a user is able to determine

why the recommendation is being provided; 

• assessability : the degree to which a user is able to assess

whether or not a recommendation is relevant and is one that

a user wants to take action upon; 

• trust : the degree to which a user is able to trust the recommen-

dation to benefit her in the way the system implies; and 

• distraction : the degree to which a user is distracted by the rec-

ommendation. 

Our proposed GUI addresses the understandability, transparency ,

and assessability factors directly. The single sentence description of

the command functionality supports understandability and assess-

ability , by telling the user what the recommended command does

and what will she gain if she uses it. Part 2 of the GUI contains

the explanation why the command is recommended, in order to

enforce the transparency of the system. Additionally, the context

description, which is a part of the explanation, also supports as-

sessability , by referring to the situations in which the command is

often executed. Finally, the assessability success factor is also sup-

ported by the usage example. 

In Section 5.2 , we present the opinions of the interviewees on

how the users should be notified of a recommendation, which is

related to the distraction factor. The trust factor is out of the scope

of this study, because it is typically affected by different compo-

nents of a system, not only by the GUI. 

We are not aware of any other explicit application of Murphy-

Hill and Murphy’s guidelines in the context of recommender sys-

tem GUIs. 

Furthermore, the GUI we propose is influenced by the AS-

PECT and ARCADE models [39] , which are important references

for the recommender systems community when designing recom-

mender system’s interface. Based on an extensive study of the ex-

isting body of knowledge on how people make preferential choices,

which mainly originates from the psychological research, Jameson

et al. devised the ASPECT model. This is the first model that pro-

vides a synthesis of relevant theories on human decision making

that are adapted to the needs of human–computer interaction [39] .

The ASPECT model defines six basic patterns that people apply al-

ternatively or in combination when taking everyday decisions: 

• attribute-based choice : the choice occurs by choosing attributes

that are relevant for the evaluation and by evaluating items

based on the values of the chosen attributes; 

• consequence-based choice : the choice occurs based on the ex-

pected consequence of choosing an item; 

• experience-based choice : the choice occurs based on the previ-

ous experience, emotions, or habits; 

• socially-based choice : the choice occurs based on the expected

reactions of relevant people when choosing an item; 

• policy-based choice : the choice occurs based on the applicable

policy in the current context; and 

• trial and error-based choice : the choice occurs based on a learn-

ing process in which an item is (randomly) chosen and the con-

sequences of the choice are evaluated; if the outcome is not

satisfactory, another item is chosen (also considering the ex-

perience made with the previous choices), and the process is

repeated until the final choice is satisfactory. 

Additionally, Jameson et al. studied various approaches that

have been used by researchers to provide choice support. They de-

vised the ARCADE model, which is a synthesis of high-level strate-

gies that a system can use to support any of the choice patterns

included in the ASPECT model and consequently can improve the

quality of the recommender system users’ decisions. The ARCADE

model defines the following six strategies: 
• access information and experience : the system provides to

the chooser information that is relevant in the decision

process; 

• represent the choice situation : the system arranges the graphical

content appropriately, in order to effectively support the inter-

pretation, processing, and actions taken by the user; 

• combine and compute : the system performs mechanical tasks on

behalf of the user; 

• advise about processing : the system (explicitly or implicitly,

through an appropriate interaction design) suggests to the user

which actions to take, before she takes the final decision; 

• design the domain : the system represents the reality in a way

that supports the decision process; and 

• evaluate on behalf of the chooser : the systems makes a decision

and (explicitly or implicitly) advises the user to accept it. 

We applied four ARCADE strategies, namely, access information

nd experience, represent the choice situation, combine and com-

ute , and evaluate on behalf of the chooser , to directly support

ttribute-, socially-, experience- , and consequence-based choice pat-

erns, from the ASPECT model. With the context description that

lso represents the situations in which the recommendation re-

ipient often works, we support the experience-based choice pat-

ern, following the represent the choice situation strategy, by mak-

ng the situation recognizably similar to the previous experiences

f the user. With the sentence that indicates the proportion of

he users who already use the recommended command, we sup-

ort the socially-based choice pattern, following the access infor-

ation and experience and the combine and compute strategies, by

roviding the information that emphasizes the sense of identifica-

ion and affiliation of the user to a group of similar people. More-

ver, by expressing the level of the popularity, we also support

he attribute-based choice pattern. Furthermore, the last sentence

n the explanation follows the evaluate on behalf of the chooser

trategy, by implicitly urging the user to use the command. Finally,

he usage example supports the consequence-based choice pattern,

ollowing the access information and experience and the represent

he choice situation strategies, by providing the information about

he initial state in the first image and “a preview of the experi-

nce of executing a particular action” [39, pp. 41] in the second

mage. 

In the proposed GUI, we do not focus on the trial-and-error

hoice pattern, because the support for it is already provided in an

DE, by the Undo command. We also do not consider the policy-

ased pattern, since we do not think it is relevant in our domain. 5 

In addition to the guidelines in [13] and [39] , we also followed

ome usability guidelines in a human–computer dialog, provided

y Molich and Nielsen [40] . The entire list consists of the following

uidelines: 

• use simple and natural language ; 

• speak user’s language ; 

• minimize user’s memory load ; 

• be consistent ; 

• provide feedback ; 

• provide clearly marked exits ; 

• provide shortcuts ; 

• provide good error messages ; and 

• prevent errors . 

In the proposed GUI, we have considered the guidelines that

uggest to use simple and natural language, minimize user’s memory
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oad , and provide shortcuts . The structure and the inclusion of the

pecific elements in the GUI—in particular in Part 1, which includes

he name, the shortcut, and the description of the recommended

ommand—is motivated by or designed in compliance with these

hree guidelines. 

Because the population of IDE users is diverse and we do not

now what specific language they would prefer in the GUI, we

ecided to use the terminology used in Eclipse IDE, even though

t may violate the speak user’s language guideline. Furthermore, as

his paper is focused on the content of the command recommen-

ation presentation, we consider the remaining guidelines out of

cope since they are focused on the implementation of the system

nd on the human–computer interaction in a real-life setting. 

Finally, we adopted the argumentative facts recommendation ex-

lanation approach, suggested by Zanker and Schoberegger [37] . In

37] , the authors have studied different types of recommendation

xplanations and discovered that if the facts in the argument have

n “A, B therefore C” structure, then the explanation—in our case,

art 2—is more persuasive. 

.2. Existing GUIs for recommending commands 

Command recommender system GUIs that present IDE com-

ands have been implemented in Spyglass [41] , which recom-

ends navigation commands in IBM Rational Team Concert, 6 and

ignelli [42] , which detects design flaws in the code and recom-

ends suitable refactoring commands in IntelliJ IDEA. 7 Since these

ecommender systems have been tailored to suggest specific types

f commands, their GUI design cannot be directly applied to other

ypes of IDE commands. For instance, in Spyglass, at the beginning

f the recommendation presentation, there is a description of how

he recommended command could have replaced the actions that

he user recently performed. We assume that the Spyglass GUI de-

ign can be easily reused for presenting any IDE command that

ccelerates an inefficient sequence of user actions, such as edit-

ng commands that replace typing; however, this particular design

annot be reused for presenting the commands that provide func-

ionality which can only be accessed in one way, for example by

xecuting Debug, SVN Commit, or Open Project commands. Like-

ise, the GUI implemented in Vignelli cannot be generalized to all

ypes of IDE commands because it first informs the user about the

ssues in the source code and then guides her through the steps

equired to fix them. Due to that, the Vignelli GUI design can only

e applied to editing commands. 

On the other hand, various systems providing command recom-

endations within other high-functionality applications have been

eveloped: OWL [43] for Microsoft Word, 8 CommunityCommands

44] for AutoCAD, 9 and two recommender systems developed by 

iebe et al. [45] for GIMP, namely, social and task-based recom-

ender systems. Even though these tools do not focus on IDE com-

and recommendations, the criteria that an effective recommen-

ation presentation must satisfy are similar. 10 We briefly discuss

ach of them in turn. In Table 2 , we provide a comparison of the

xisting GUIs with the one we designed and evaluated. 
6 http://www.ibm.com/software/products/en/rtc . 
7 https://www.jetbrains.com/idea . 
8 https://products.office.com/en-us/word . 
9 http://www.autodesk.com/products/autocad/overview . 

10 We note that according to Matejka et al. [44] , there are two main strategies for 

ecommending commands: global suggestions and opportunistic suggestions. In the 

rst case, the system provides general recommendations, based on the entire com- 

and usage history; in the second case, the system mainly takes into account what 

he user is doing at the moment and provides recommendations that are particularly 

elevant in the current context. In this paper, we focus only on the first scenario, 

hich is called global . 
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In OWL, command recommendations must be requested by the

ser through interaction with the toolbar. Once requested, the rec-

mmendations are provided in a list, where each recommendation

ncludes the name of a recommended command, a short descrip-

ion of the command, and a recommendation score. A user can

lick on the command name to access a help page about the com-

and. The scores are used to express frequency of use: the first

ommand in the list is always scored 100 and the score of the

enth command is always 50; the score of the other eight com-

ands is “proportional to their spacing in the frequency of use

ist” [43, pp. 197] . 

In CommunityCommands, the recommendations are presented

n a palette. Each recommended command is presented with a

utton on which the command name and a bar representing the

elevance to the user’s current workflow are displayed. Clicking

he button executes the command and hovering over the button

isplays a tooltip with a short description of the command and

ersonal, manager’s and co-workers’ notes on the command. Each

ommand button also contains two additional buttons to pin the

ommand to the list or to remove it from the list. 

Wiebe et al. developed social and task-based command recom-

ender systems for GIMP, using two approaches to present the

ecommendations: 1) a list of recommendations can be visual-

zed in a palette with additional information displayed when the

ser selects a command; or 2) there is no list of recommenda-

ions with additional information displayed when the user hov-

rs over the commands in the menu. In both recommender sys-

ems, the additional information contains the system’s confidence

n its recommendation and the description of the command, which

s longer than in OWL and in CommunityCommands. The differ-

nce between these systems is that the social recommender sys-

em shows the percentage of all users using the command and the

ercentage of similar users using it, while the task-based recom-

ender system shows a list of tasks related to this command. The

uthors do not report how similar users and related tasks were

dentified. 

The main distinctive features of the GUI proposed in this paper

re: it can be used to present IDE commands of any type, it pro-

ides explicit and personalized explanation why the command is

ecommended, and it provides a command usage example. 

. Results 

In this section, we present the results of the evaluation of the

roposed GUI. As we mentioned earlier, the evaluation of the de-

igned artifact consisted of two parts: we conducted a user study

ith a questionnaire, to assess the usability and acceptance of the

UI, as it is perceived by the target population, and we performed

 set of interviews to collect the expectations of software develop-

rs about which data can and should be used by an IDE command

ecommender system to generate recommendations, what infor-

ation should be included in the GUI, and how would they like to

e notified about the recommendations. The collected data in its

aw form is publicly available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.

81390 [46] . We report on the results of both parts in turn. 

.1. Questionnaire 

We distributed approximately 100 questionnaires and we re-

eived back 40, out of which 36 had all the compulsorily questions

nswered and were therefore included in the analysis. 

.1.1. Q1: Which types of developers participated in the evaluation of 

he proposed GUI? 

To answer Q1, we analyzed the answers from the first two

arts of the questionnaire, which included the questions about

http://www.ibm.com/software/products/en/rtc
https://www.jetbrains.com/idea
https://products.office.com/en-us/word
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autocad/overview
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.581390
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Table 2 

Comparison of the existing GUIs with our proposal, according to the user interface elements that support understandability, transparency, and assessability [13] . 

System Understandability Transparency Assessability 

OWL [43] • Single sentence description • Rank of the command • Single sentence description 

• Link to the Office Word Help page • Link to the Office Word Help page 

CommunityCommands [44] • Single sentence description • Bar representing the relevance of the 

recommendation to the user’s current 

workflow 

GIMP social recommender 

system [45] 

• Extensive description • Percentage of all users using the command • Extensive description 

• Percentage of similar users using the command 

GIMP task-based 

recommender system [45] 

• Extensive description • Extensive description 

• List of related tasks 

Our suggestion • Single sentence description • Recommendation explanation • Single sentence description 

• Usage example • Recommendation explanation 

• Usage example 

Fig. 3. Age, gender, and programming experience of the participants (Q1). 
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gender, age, years of programming experience, activities performed

in an IDE, recently used IDEs, recently used programming lan-

guages, agreement with the statements about learning new IDE

commands and using an IDE command recommender system, and

previous usage and familiarity with the nine commands included

in the questionnaire. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3 , which shows the demographic data

of our sample, 14% of participants are female, the age range is be-

tween 18 and 64, and more than 80% of participants have at least

5 years of programming experience. 

All except one participant—who was not using any IDE—are

editing and navigating in an IDE, 89% of participants are also de-

bugging, and 56% are using version control. 56% used Eclipse re-

cently, which means that more than one half of the participants

should be familiar with the environment in which the GUI mock-

ups were presented. 78% were programming in Java recently, thus,

more than three quarters of the participants know the program-

ming language in which all the selected commands are applicable

and is used also in the command usage examples. 

When asked about their general attitude towards IDE command

recommendations, 83% of participants agree or strongly agree with

the statement that it would be useful for them to learn new com-

mands. 94% of participants think that it would be useful for oth-

ers to learn more commands. 80% agree or strongly agree that an

IDE command recommender system is a good idea, 17% are neutral,

and only 3% disagree. Detailed results are shown in Fig. 4 . 

In general, the participants have a good knowledge of IDE com-

mands: 33% of participants had previously used all nine commands

included in the questionnaire and only 6% had used less than 5 of

those commands. Additionally, the most common familiarity levels

are “I have a clear idea what it is” and “I can explain what it is”.

Fig. 5 presents detailed results of the answers to those two ques-

tions, in respect to each of the nine commands included in the

questionnaire. 
In Fig. 6 , you can see the exact distribution of the command

elected in the third part of the questionnaire, in respect to the

nowledge of the command and the previous usage. To answer

he questions in the third part of the questionnaire, which are re-

ated to Q2, Q3, and Q4, and are discussed in the following sec-

ions, 22% of participants selected Breakpoint Properties command

r Surround with Try-Catch, 19% selected Open Resource, 14% se-

ected Rename Element, 8% selected Next Editor, 6% selected Navi-

ate Back or Step Return, 3% selected Organize Imports, and none

elected Step Return. Only 53% of participants selected a command

hey have never used before. 

When we observe the familiarity levels, we see that 36% of par-

icipants selected a command of which they were unaware, 14% se-

ected a command about which they had some idea, 17% selected

 command about which they had a clear idea, and 33% selected a

ommand that they could explain. 

.1.2. Q2: How well do participants accept IDE command 

ecommendations, if they are presented by the proposed GUI? 

Four statements included in the questionnaire correspond to

2. The participants had to express their agreement with “I would

nd the command easy to use”, “I would imagine that most people

ould learn to use this command very quickly”, “I would find the

ommand useful in my job”, and “I intend to use the command in

he future” statements. 

As we report in Fig. 7 , 86% (19%+67%) of participants perceive

he recommended command as easy to use and the majority, 58%

14%+44%), also think that other people would quickly learn how to

se this command. Furthermore, the acceptance of the recommen-

ations was high as well: 77% (19%+58%) of the participants would

nd the command useful in their job and 64% (25%+39%) plan to

se it in the future. 
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Fig. 4. General attitude of the participants towards the concept of an IDE command recommender system (Q1). 

Fig. 5. Familiarity and previous usage of the nine commands included in the questionnaire (Q1). 
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.1.3. Q3: How well is the proposed GUI accepted by the participants?

To answer Q3, we studied the replies to two statements and

wo questions, namely: “I think I would need some additional

upport to actually learn how to use the command”, “I find the

ommand presentation unnecessarily complex”, “Do you think that

ome information is missing in the command presentation?”, and

If yes, which?”

There is a disagreement between the participants about the in-

ormation that has to be provided by the GUI. As can be seen in

ig. 8 , 36% (8%+28%) think that they would still need some addi-

ional support to learn how to use a command presented by the

UI and 39% (8%+31%) think they would not. We note that the

eed for an additional support varies considerably between the

ommands, as can be seen in Fig. 9 . 

A minority, 14% (8%+6%) of the participants, think that our

UI is unnecessarily complex. On the other hand, 31% think that

here is still some information missing in the presentation; they

uggested to add the following information: a list of commands

imilar to the recommended one or commands that are used

ith it, more usage examples, step-by-step instructions, a video
escribing the command, and a “stop recommending this com-

and” option. 

.1.4. Q4: How useful do the participants perceive the parts of the 

esigned GUI? 

To answer Q4, we observed which of the three parts of the GUI

he participants marked as necessary and/or useful for evaluating

he quality of the command recommendation. 

As can be seen in Fig. 10 , the command description and the us-

ge example were perceived as useful by 89% of the participants,

ut only 53% of the participants perceived the explanation as use-

ul. To further stress the importance of the description and the ex-

mple, in comparison with the recommendation explanation, we

ote that the command description is perceived necessary by 83%

f the participants and the usage example by 75%, but the expla-

ation is perceived necessary only by 36% of the participants. 

.1.5. Potential correlations 

In this section, we list our observations that might be useful

or other researchers. However, because our sample was relatively
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Fig. 6. Familiarity and previous usage of the commands selected in the third part of the questionnaire (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4). 

Fig. 7. Results of the agreement with the statements about the command ease of use, its usefulness, and the intention to use it in the future (Q2). 

Fig. 8. Results of the agreement with the statements about the command presentation (Q3). 
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small, the power of the statistical tests we performed to iden-

tify the correlations between the responses—which are not self-

evident—is low. The exact data is reported in Table B4 , which ap-

pears in Appendix. 

We notice a high interest among younger participants to learn

new IDE commands, while older participants tend to be more

skeptical. Interestingly, we do not detect such a pattern with re-

spect to the programming experience. 
Those participants who find the command easy to use, also

end to find the presentation less complex. Moreover, older par-

icipants are more likely to perceive the presentation as unneces-

arily complex than younger, regardless of their programming ex-

erience. 

Finally, those participants who think that they should learn

ore commands also perceive the recommendations as more use-

ul, compared to the other participants. 
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Fig. 9. Agreement with the statement: “I think that I would need some additional support to actually learn how to use the command”, per selected command (Q3). 
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.2. Interviews 

We interviewed 11 software developers, who agreed to be inter-

iewed after we invited them personally, during the XP 2016 con-

erence. We recorded and transcribed their answers to the semi-

tructured interview questions, from which we extracted 161 open

odes during open coding and we grouped them using axial coding

35] into 13 axial codes. 

Interviews were conducted to compare, explain, and extend the

esults of the questionnaire. The identified axial codes can be con-

idered possible requirements for an IDE command recommender

ystem. We grouped these codes according to the research ques-

ion they address (see Section 2 ). 

.2.1. Q5: Which types of developers participated in the interviews? 

Out of 11 interviewees, 8 think that they have to learn more IDE

ommands and would use an IDE command recommender system

f it was available. Two interviewees are using IntelliJ IDEA, which

lready includes a command recommender system that they are

sing and that they believe is sufficient. One interviewee said: “I

m at the point where I wish that the tool would do more for

e”, thus, he would generally be in favor of using a recommender

ystem, but he is skeptical of whether the recommendations could

e accurate enough. 

Almost all interviewees currently work in industry or have

orked in industry in the past. Two have more than 30 years of

oftware development experience, four have between 10 and 20,

hree have a few years of industrial experience, and two have less

han two years of software development experience (one of them

nly in the academic environment). 

Six of the interviewees told us during the interview that they

lled in the questionnaire before participating in the interview. 

.2.2. Q6: Based on which data should the recommendation 

lgorithm work to provide useful recommendations? 

We extracted the following 7 axial codes: 

1. Commands frequently used by others : the recommendation algo-

rithm should suggest commands that are frequently used by

other developers (expressed by 8 interviewees). Respondents
proposing this recommendation strategy mentioned that they

find it interesting to learn from others and that the popularity

of a command is a good justification for suggesting it. Three re-

spondents said that they do not care about how often a certain

command is used by others. 

Some example quotes are: 

• “I try to use anything that I see other people do, that I feel

is useful.”

• “Periodically show a demo of how to use commands that

the user never uses and a million of other people use, you

know like in Amazon.”

2. Commands based on the IDE interaction history : the recommen-

dation algorithm should suggest commands that are based on

the common working tasks of the current user (expressed by 3

interviewees). 

Some example quotes are: 

• “A system able to identify that I am doing something using

several clicks that I could do with one click or a keyboard

shortcut.”

• “I think it would be wise if it studied my pattern, like what

I do more, and then try to find related commands of what I

am doing.”

3. Commands based on intention : the recommendation algorithm

should suggest commands that are based on what the user

wants to achieve. The recommender system should be able to

“detect the intention” of the programmer and suggest com-

mands that are useful in that specific context (expressed by 9

interviewees). Three respondents that suggest this recommen-

dation strategy disapprove unrelated recommendations like the

“Tip of the day”, two approve of such recommendations. 

Some example quotes are: 

• “To be honest, if there is a shorter way to do something that

I want to do, I would like the system to tell me how.”

• “If that could detect your intention before you actually do it

that would be amazing.”

4. Commands that are more efficient than the ones executed by the

user : when the user executes one or more commands and there

is a faster way to achieve the same objective, the recommenda-

tion algorithm should suggest how to do that (expressed by 2
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interviewees). One example is to suggest shortcuts for the com-

mands executed immediately before the recommendation. 

Some example quotes are: 

• “A system able to identify that I am doing something us-

ing several clicks that I could do with one click or keyboard

shortcut.”

• “I would be particularly interested in recommendations of

shortcuts of commands.”

5. Commands that are new : the recommendation algorithm should

suggest commands that are unknown (expressed by 2 intervie-

wees). 

An example quote is: “If you’ve got something that pops up

and says: ‘You had never used this command and this would

be useful. Are you interested?’ and I could answer yes or no,

then that might be interesting.”

6. Willingness to share meta-data about coding activities : on one

hand, most respondents are willing to install an IDE command

recommender system that logs executed commands, collects

meta-data about the edited source code, and submits this data

to a central server, particularly if no personal data is collected

(expressed by 8 interviewees). On the other hand, some believe

that the companies for which they are working will not ap-

prove or they consider sharing the source code in which they

are working on as problematic (expressed by 5 interviewees).

They suggest to have the possibility to configure the level of

how much data is shared when creating a new project (ex-

pressed by 2 interviewees). 

Some example quotes are: 

• “Sharing data about how I am using the IDE and how many

times I am repeating the same steps to get the result that I

wanted, these things I might share.”

• “It depends on the company but if it was a personal project

I wouldn’t mind.”

7. Configurability of the recommendation algorithm : the types of

commands that are recommended should be based on the ex-

perience of the user (expressed by 1 interviewee). Moreover, it

should be possible to disable particular recommendations (ex-

pressed by 1 interviewee). 

An example quote is: “Maybe an option to disable that partic-

ular suggestion or set of suggestions for a certain amount of

time.”

5.2.3. Q7: Which information about a recommended command is 

expected? 

We extracted the following 3 axial codes: 

1. Contents of recommendation : the recommendation should con-

tain the name and the shortcut of the recommended command

(expressed by 9 interviewees) and explain the effect of the

command through text, pictures, videos, or a preview on the

actual code (expressed by 7 interviewees). Some respondents

found that the explanation why a recommendation was gener-

ated is useful (expressed by 3 interviewees), one of those ex-

plicitly stated that it might increase the acceptance of the rec-

ommendation. One interviewee stated that he does not need

that the system tells him why a recommendation is relevant.

Some think that a long description of the command is not im-

portant (expressed by 2 interviewees). 

Some example quotes are: 

• “I think that maybe just the name and shortcut in a toolbar

that I can check while I am coding.”

• “I would say the name, the shortcut for execution and a de-

scription with pictures, maybe a link to a video.”

2. Recommendation should be as simple as possible : some respon-

dents are concerned that a recommendation GUI with descrip-

tion, example, and explanation requires too much effort to
be understood (expressed by 4 interviewees). They suggest to

explain the command with short descriptions, minimize the

amount of occupied screen space or to only gradually add in-

formation, e.g., providing a usage example only if the user per-

forms an “undo” after trying out the command, or that the rec-

ommendations should become less detailed over time. 

Some example quotes are: 

• “The first time you ever hear about a functionality, then you

need more context, but when you are really working with

this thing everyday, then that kind of gets annoying. I don’t

need to read that description every time, over and over.”

• “I agree, I won’t be annoyed as long as it does not take half

of the screen or more and does not distract me.”

3. Configurability of the provided information : the user should be

allowed to choose which elements he or she wants to see in

the recommendation GUI (expressed by 3 interviewees). 

An example quote is: “Yeah, if I have used it and it worked, I

wouldn’t need an example anyway.”

.2.4. Q8: How should a recommendation be notified to the user so 

hat the user keeps using the system? 

We extracted the following 3 axial codes: 

1. Level of distraction : the notification that a new recommendation

is available should generally not force the user to interrupt his

or her work (expressed by 7 interviewees). A recommendation

can be checked when it appears or later when the user has

time. For example, the IDE users could be notified about new

recommendations via: 

• “light bulb icon” appearing within the code editor: the user

is informed that a recommendation for the specific code is

available when a light bulb (or something similar like a dif-

ferent coloring of code) appears next to the code it con-

cerns, which the user can ignore or consult, by clicking on

the light bulb icon (expressed by 4 interviewees); 

• notification similar to the notification of a new email (ex-

pressed by 1 interviewee): the user gets informed that a

new recommendation is available; or 

• window containing the recommendations, which is always

visible on the side (expressed by 2 interviewees): recom-

mendations are visualized in a window on the side, which

the user can consult when interested. 

If the system detects that the user is doing something that can

have bad consequences for him or her, it should interrupt his

or her work. For example, when the user is performing changes

that cannot be undone. Furthermore, some interviewees find it

acceptable to be interrupted regularly to learn a new command

or to improve their working habits (expressed by 8 intervie-

wees). 

Some example quotes are: 

• “If in that case the pop-up told me to do it in a faster way

with the shortcut, I wouldn’t mind the interruption.”

• “What I really like in the way that IntelliJ does it, is that you

put your cursor somewhere and you click on the light bulb

and get the suggestion. I can click on it when I need it, and

it does not occupy any screen space when I don’t need it.”

2. Updating of recommendations : while the user is working, the

recommendations should be constantly updated (expressed by

1 interviewee). 

An example quote is: “I think it should be always present and

changing recommendations.”

3. Configurability of the notification : the way a user is notified

about a recommendation should be configurable, for example,

the user should be allowed to choose the level of intrusiveness,

the time interval between recommendations, or the recommen-
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Fig. 10. Results of the questions about the usefulness of the GUI parts (Q4). 
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dation GUI should contain a “Do not show this again” button

(expressed by 3 interviewees). 

Some example quotes are: 

• “Then it might do that again for like five times, and allow

me to close it with a ‘don’t show again’ option.”

• “Maybe an option to disable that particular suggestion or set

of suggestions for a certain amount of time.”

.2.5. Summary 

The analysis of the interviews revealed some important aspects

hat could influence the acceptance and the viability of the GUI

n a real-life setting. We see that some interviewees would like

o have more control over the types of recommendations that are

hown, not only over the information that is visualized. Moreover,

hey would like to control the types of data that are shared with

he recommender system (if possible, on the project level). Cer-

ain interviewees believe that good command recommendations

re those that are popular, while others prefer contextualized rec-

mmendations. In the GUI, they would mostly like to see the in-

ormation about the command, such as: what the command does,

ow it is used, what will be an immediate effect of the command,

tc. Some participants think that over time the amount of infor-

ation included in the GUI should decrease. 

If we compare the results of the questionnaire with the re-

ults of the individual interviews, we can confirm the positive atti-

ude towards an IDE command recommender system, as reported

n Fig. 4 . Also the participants to the interviews are interested in

uch a system, they are willing to share the collected data (if their

rganization approves it), and they are interested in command rec-

mmendations based on the popularity of others, their own IDE

nteraction history, or based on the task they currently try to per-

orm. Their motivation is to become more efficient in their work

nd to learn something new. 

When asked about how the recommendation should be pre-

ented, the respondents also confirmed the results of the ques-

ionnaire about the need and usefulness of the various parts of

he proposed GUI. Similarly to the results presented in Fig. 10 ,

he name and the description of the recommended command

re considered necessary and useful. Furthermore, usage exam-

les, presented with pictures, videos, or a preview of the exe-

uted command within the user’s source code, are considered use-

ul; however, even though the participants are interested in exam-

les, some suggested to omit them, especially when the user be-

omes more experienced, in order to reduce the amount of space
hat the GUI occupies on the screen. And finally, the explanation

f the recommendation—as also emerged from the results of the

uestionnaire—was not perceived as useful by all the interviewees:

ome consider it useful, some assume that it might be useful for

thers, and some do not consider it useful at all. 

To summarize, the answers provided by the interviewees are

ligned with the answers to the questionnaire, and they reveal ad-

itional insights of the expectations and priorities that the respon-

ents have about the GUI for presenting IDE command recommen-

ations. 

. Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the results of the evaluation of the

esigned GUI, as well as the validity threats. Furthermore, we

resent an updated version of the GUI, modified based on the eval-

ation results. 

.1. Evaluation results 

Our results show that the majority of the software develop-

rs participating in the study want to learn more IDE commands

nd they have a positive attitude towards an IDE command recom-

ender system. Moreover, those who think that they should learn

ore commands also tend to find the recommendations more use-

ul, which is encouraging, since these are our target users. 

Nevertheless, as we discovered through the analysis of the in-

erviews, the actual acceptance of the recommender system in

ractice may be easily jeopardised. For instance, the user may be

istracted by the notification that a recommendation is available

r she may not be able to configure the shared data, which may

revent the usage of a recommender system at the work place. 

According to Gedikli et al. [38] , recommendation presentation is

fficient when it reduces the cognitive effort required in the deci-

ion process. Based on the answers related to the ease of use of the

ommand itself, we can assume that the suggested GUI is relatively

fficient. However, the answers related to the statements about the

eed for additional support, presentation complexity, and the de-

ired additional information indicate that the GUI can be further

mproved. 

During the interviews, some respondents suggested to simplify

he GUI even more, to show certain elements only in specific sit-

ations, or to hide certain elements over time, so that the GUI

educes to the mere description of the command, once a user is
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familiar with this command. The interviewed software developers

seem to prefer short “hints” over lengthy detailed recommenda-

tions, because that would reduce their effort in understanding the

recommendation. 

Since the perceived complexity and the need for additional in-

formation vary between the commands and between the users, we

assume that an effective solution should also support the adapta-

tion of the GUI, based on the user’s profile and based on the com-

mand. However, particularly when it comes to the modifications

of the GUI based on the commands, we also have to consider the

consistency principle [40] . 

Some interviewees suggested to provide a step-by-step video

guide. In that way, for the easy commands, the video would prob-

ably be very short and often unnecessary, and for the complex

commands, we can provide a lot of additional information, with-

out changing the basic structure of the GUI. 

The most unexpected finding of our study is that the recom-

mendation explanation is perceived considerably less valuable than

the other parts of the GUI. This finding is surprising because it con-

tradicts previous results of the research on general recommender

systems: Herlocker et al. [47] showed that providing explanations

in a movie recommender system improves the acceptance of the

recommendations and Sinha and Swearingen [48] showed that

the users of music recommender systems prefer the recommen-

dations that they perceive as transparent. Nevertheless, our obser-

vations confirm the observations of Viriyakattiyaporn and Murphy

[41] who also developed a GUI for recommending IDE commands

and noticed that many study participants did not read the recom-

mendation rationale. Thus, we can conclude that in the domain

of IDE command recommender systems, the transparency factor

[13] is not as important as the understandability and assessability

factors [13] are. 

6.2. Validity threats 

To discuss validity threats, we use the list of threats defined

by Wohlin et al. [49] and Yin [50] , which include conclusion, in-

ternal, construct, external, and reliability validity threats. Together

with the threats, we also define the tactics to minimize their im-

pact [50] . 

6.2.1. Conclusion validity 

Conclusion validity represents the reliability of conclusions

drawn from the collected data [49] . In our case, the number of the

participants in the user study was relatively small (36). 

To reduce the threats to conclusion validity, we used multiple

sources of evidence [50] , i.e., we conducted also 11 semi-structured

interviews with open-ended questions to better interpret the an-

swers given to the questionnaire and to better understand the ex-

pectations towards the reasoning to generate and deliver recom-

mendations. 

6.2.2. Internal validity 

Internal validity threats are related to possible wrong conclu-

sions about causal relationships between treatment and outcome

[49] . In our case, the main internal validity threat is the selection

of the volunteers to participate in the study, since the volunteers

are generally more motivated than the whole population, hence,

the selected group is less representative. It is possible that the ac-

ceptance of the designed GUI is high because the questionnaires

were answered by enthusiasts. 

We aimed to decrease this threat by convincing also less inter-

ested and more skeptical XP 2016 participants to answer the ques-

tionnaire or to participate in the interview. 
.2.3. Construct validity 

Construct validity is related to the generalization of the result

o the concept or theory behind the study [49] . 

The designed GUI relies on the identified design guidelines,

hich exposes it to the risk that we might have ignored rele-

ant literature. To reduce this risk, we relied on the most well-

nown authors in the field of recommender systems for software

ngineering, as well as the main references of the recommender

ystem community for providing choice support in a human–

omputer interaction. 

To decrease a potential mono-method bias [49] , induced by the

ser study, we used open-ended questions in the interviews that

ere in part similar to the ones asked in the questionnaire. Conse-

uently, we exposed our studies to the potential interaction of dif-

erent treatments , by involving some participants in both of them.

e addressed this threat keeping track of which interviewees filled

n the questionnaire, before they conducted the interview and

hich not. We did not detect any important differences between

he two groups. 

.2.4. External validity 

External validity threats are related to the ability to general-

ze the results of the experiment to industrial practice [49] . In our

ase, both studies are largely exposed to this threat, since they

ere not conducted in a real-life environment; instead, the par-

icipants had to imagine hypothetical scenarios. Thus, it is possi-

le that the perception of the proposed GUI would be significantly

ifferent if it was implemented in the IDE and the recommenda-

ions were presented during an average working day. Moreover, it

s hard to assess how representative the sample of our participants

s, in respect to the population of IDE users. 

To reduce the threat of external validity of our research, we

sed theory [50] to support our decisions when building the GUI,

.e., we based the design on the guidelines identified in the litera-

ure. 

.2.5. Reliability 

Reliability is concerned with demonstrating that a study can be

epeated obtaining the same results [50] . In this context, it is im-

ortant to document the procedures for the data collection [50] .

o ensure reliability, this paper includes detailed description of the

sed evaluation instruments. 

.3. Updated version of the GUI 

Based on the results of the questionnaire and the analysis of the

nterviews, we made a number of changes to the proposed GUI.

he updated GUI is presented in Fig. 11 . 

At the end of the usage example, we now provide a link to a

tep-by-step video guide presenting the command usage, to offer

learer and more detailed instructions to those who need them.

e placed the example after the command description and moved

he recommendation explanation to the end, since it was perceived

s less useful, compared to the other parts. 

Furthermore, we modified the explanation text, because some

erceived it as complex, not so useful, and—according to the side

ote on one questionnaire—even offensive. We replaced the sen-

ence: “Is used by 48% of users working on similar tasks who know

p to 30% more commands”, with: “Is used by 48% of users who

re interacting with the IDE in a similar way as you.” If the rec-

mmendation algorithm is able to classify the current user as a

ovice, competent, proficient, expert, or master (we use the acqui-

ition level classification proposed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus [51] ),

e suggest to mention only the percentage of the users who are

ne level more proficient than the target user, hence, implicitly en-

ouraging the user to reach such a level. For example, if the user
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Fig. 11. Updated command presentation GUI [19] . 
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s a novice, the explanation argument will be: “Is used by 48% of

ompetent users who are interacting with the IDE in a similar way

s you.”

We changed the order of sentences describing the context and

ommand popularity, to indicate that this context is not prede-

ned, but detected. 

Finally, we eliminated the last sentence: “Therefore, the com-

and seems to be suitable for your work”, and we introduced the

xplanation with a new statement: “Why is it recommended to

e?” The explanation text can be minimized so that the users who

nd it less useful are able to hide it. 

. Putting the GUI into practice 

In the future, we will evaluate the improved version of our GUI

n a set of case studies within a business environment, using a rec-

mmendation algorithm, and measuring the user response to the

ecommendation while using the IDE. Currently, we are performing

 study with novices, who are studying computer science at the

ree University of Bozen-Bolzano. For that reason, we generated

UI content for a large set of recommendable commands. We ob-

erve that personalized recommendation explanations can be gen-

rated automatically without difficulty, while some challenges re-

ain for other GUI components. 

The content that we need to generate for Part 1 of the updated

UI consists of the command name, shortcut, and description. One

an extract command names from their identifiers and the short-

uts from the keystrokes, which can be monitored automatically

nd mapped to the commands. The main challenge is the gen-

ration of command descriptions, which we created manually. To

ake the process more efficient, we believe that one possibility

ould be to extract command descriptions from web documen-

ation, as Khan et al. [52] did for generating task-related recom-

endations in GIMP. However, we are not aware of any existing
ocumentation mining technique that could be directly applied for

enerating IDE command descriptions, thus, we consider the future

esearch on this topic as promising and potentially highly valuable.

To generate videos and usage examples that are presented in

art 2 of the updated GUI, one can follow the approach suggested

y Murphy-Hill [2] , who envisaged a monitoring tool that would

apture the information about the development tools usage—in our

ase, IDE commands—and would also record the screen. From the

ideos of the software developers who are willing to share this

ata, the relevant parts of the recording could be extracted as sug-

ested by Ponzanelli et al. [53] . We would like to implement this

eature in the future, especially because the manual generation of

ideos and examples for the purposes of our study was extremely

ime consuming. 

Unlike the first two parts of the new GUI, Part 3, which con-

ains the explanation of the recommendation rationale, is expected

o be personalized. Consequently, the content does not only de-

end on the recommended command, but also on the recommen-

ation recipient. The suggested command explanations consist of

wo statements: one describing the command popularity and an-

ther describing the context in which the command is often used. 

To automatically generate the text characterizing the context in

hich the command is often executed and in which the user of-

en works, one can use six contextual factors that are included in

he model defined in [27] , namely: current and previous activity,

ype, length , and complexity of the artifact under development , and

ser interface element with focus . We suggest these factors because

hey explain what the developers usually do before and when they

xecute the recommended command, with which project artifacts

hey interact at this time, and which part of the IDE is used for

hat. We consider such information as simple to understand and

ighly informative. Then, one can calculate Term Frequency Inverse

ocument Frequency (TF-IDF) [54] score for each contextual factor

alue, by considering commands as documents and contextual fac-
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tor values as terms. TF-IDF calculation is a classical approach to

weight the importance of terms that exploits two ideas: frequent

terms in a document are more important and rare terms in the

collection are more important, therefore, one can assume that the

contextual values with the highest scores well describe the most

important contexts. To understand whether the recommendation

recipient is familiar with the contextual factor values that have the

highest TF-IDF scores, one can calculate the percentage of time she

has been working, i.e., executed IDE commands, in the context de-

scribed by a particular contextual value. 

We note that we have already implemented the described ap-

proach in the above mentioned case study with novice program-

mers and we added the information about the command popu-

larity, amongst the study participants. Five examples of generated

explanations are listed below: 

• “Force Return is used by 3% of users. It is often used when users

are debugging a short Java class in Compilation Unit Editor”. 

• “Toggle Link With Editor is used by 8% of users. It is often used

when users are working on a short Java class after editing”. 

• “Select Previous Word is used by 12% of users. It is often used

when users are working on a short Java file in Compilation Unit

Editor”. 

• “Rename Element is used by 26% of users. It is often used when

users are editing”. 

• “Open Local File is used by 40% of users. It is often used when

users are navigating to a short Java class in Package Explorer”. 

Based on the road-map presented in this section, which illus-

trates an approach for the automated generation of the GUI con-

tent, we can conclude that we will soon be able to fully automate

the generation of the content for presenting IDE commands, which

will ease the introduction of IDE command recommender systems

in practice. 

8. Conclusions 

This paper describes the first GUI explicitly designed for recom-

mending different types of IDE commands. State of the art GUIs for

recommending IDE commands have been tailored to suggest only

specific command types, such as commands for navigation [41] and

refactoring [42] . Other GUIs have been designed for recommend-

ing commands in other high-functionality applications, such as Mi-

crosoft Word [43] , AutoCAD [44] , and GIMP [45] . By using our

generic GUI, researchers working on IDE command recommender

systems will be able to test their recommendation techniques in

a real-life setting, without any human intervention; which was not

the case in [14] , for example. In particular, our results are useful for

better understanding of the so-called global recommender systems,

which generate recommendations that are based on the entire IDE

command usage history and tailored to fit long term information

needs of the users. 

The design of the proposed GUI was motivated by a set of

guidelines that we identified in the literature. It consist of three

parts: command name and description, explanation of recommen-

dation, and command usage example. To evaluate the effectiveness

of this design, we analyzed the user acceptance and the perceived

usability of the GUI in a user study that involved 36 software de-

velopers and we interviewed 11 developers, using semi-structured

open-ended questions. 

The results of our studies show that our GUI is well accepted

by the study participants. The majority of them perceived the
resented commands as easy to use and useful. Nevertheless,

round one third of the participants believe that they would need

dditional information to learn how to use the recommended com-

and; and from the interviews we learned that they would pre-

er to see more examples, for instance, in a video tutorial. On the

ther hand, some user study participants perceive the proposed

UI as unnecessarily complex; and from the interviews we learned

hat some developers think that the information provided should

e reduced, once the recommendation recipient becomes more fa-

iliar with the system. Additionally, we discovered that the com-

and presentation is perceived more useful than the explanation

f the recommendation, which is in a disagreement with previous

ndings about the role of explanations in recommender systems. 

We stress that the answers to the questionnaire used in the

ser study are aligned with the answers of the interviewees. 

Based on the experimental results, we identified some poten-

ial improvements of the proposed GUI and we presented the steps

hat we consider necessary for the fully automated generation of

DE command recommendation presentations. Complete automa-

ion is important because it will enable the set of recommend-

ble commands to grow together with the IDE. Hence, we invite

ther scientists to further explore the research problems addressed

n this paper, such as automated generation of usage examples

nd extraction of command description from IDE documentation

r from other publicly available sources. 

In addition, there are some challenges that are out of scope of

his paper, but are related to the improvement of the software de-

elopers’ knowledge of available and potentially useful IDE func-

ionality. Primarily, we expect that the proposed GUI will be inte-

rated with existing and with novel recommendation algorithms.

hile a number of algorithms is already available [14–16] , the

nique live user study showed that the acceptance rate of the rec-

mmendations is not very high. Hence, the next challenge that we

ee is the improvement of the quality of the recommendation al-

orithms. One positive aspect of the proposed GUI is that it is in-

ependent from the underlying recommendation algorithm, hence,

t can be reused by researchers focusing only on core recommen-

ation algorithms. 

Other challenges for future research are related to the timing

55] and the frequency [56] of command recommendations. One

uestion is whether the IDE commands should only be recom-

ended in the situations in which they are instantly executable?

or instance, in AutoCAD, according to Li et al. [56] , the users pre-

er more frequent recommendations, but they are still inclined to

nteract with the recommender system in sessions , when they open

nd inspect several different recommendations in a short time pe-

iod [56] . Another question is how harmful (unnecessary) interrup-

ions may be, since software development tends to require signif-

cant cognitive effort [14] . And finally, how should the system ac-

uire user’s attention? Which is the question that was partially ad-

ressed also in this paper, during the interviews. 

This paper shows that a convenient GUI is critical to achieve

igh acceptance of IDE command recommendations. We hope that

ther researchers will make use of our results and will continue to

nvestigate how to improve software developer’s interaction with

n IDE. 

ppendix A . List of questionnaire questions 
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Table A3 

Questions asked within the questionnaire. 

No. Question Question type Required GQM- 

Question 

1 Email (to receive feedback) Open-ended 

2 Gender Closed-ended, with the following single 

answer possibilities: “Male”, “Female”

1 

3 Age Closed-ended, with the following single 

answer possibilities: “ < 18”, “18–24”, 

“25–34”, “35–44”, “45–54”, “55–64”, and 

“ > 64”

1 

4 Years of programming experience Closed-ended, with the following single 

answer possibilities: “ < 2”, “2–4”, “5–9”, 

“10–19”, “20–30”, “ > 30”

✕ 1 

5 Mark all the activities you perform in an 

IDE 

Closed-ended, with the following multiple 

answer possibilities: “Editing source code”, 

“Navigating over source code”, “Debugging 

source code”, “Using version control”, 

“Other”. When choosing “Other”, the 

participant could answer providing a short 

description. 

✕ 1 

6 List the integrated development 

environments in which you were 

programming in the last two years (such 

as: Eclipse, VisualStudio, IntelliJ IDEA...) 

Open-ended ✕ 1 

7 List the languages in which you were 

programming in the last two years (such 

as: Java, C#, Ruby, Python, Cobol...) 

Open-ended ✕ 1 

8 It would be useful for me to learn more 

commands available in my IDE. 

Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 1 

9 It would be useful for most of the IDE 

users to learn more commands 

Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 1 

10 I think that using an IDE command 

recommender system would be a good idea 

Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 1 

11, 13, 15, 

17, 19, 21, 

23, 25, 27 

Did you use such a command before (in 

any IDE)? 

Closed-ended, with the following single 

answer possibilities: “Yes” or “No”

✕ 1 

12, 14, 16, 

18, 20, 22, 

24, 26, 28 

How familiar are you with the command? Closed-ended, with the following single 

answer possibilities: “I have never heard of 

it”, “I have some idea what it is”, “I have a 

clear idea what it is”, or “I can explain 

what it is”

✕ 1 

29 From the list of commands presented 

before, select one that you do not know 

yet. (If you know all of the presented 

commands select the one you find the 

most interesting.) Mark the one you 

selected 

Closed-ended, with the following single 

answer possibilities: “Breakpoint 

Properties”, “Navigate Back”, “Next Editor”, 

“Open Resource”, “Organize Imports”, 

“Rename Element”, “Step Over”, “Step 

Return”, “Surround with Try-Catch”

✕ 2, 3, 4 

30 I would find the command easy to use. Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 2 

31 I think that I would need some additional 

support to actually learn how to use the 

command. 

Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 3 

32 I would imagine that most people would 

learn to use this command very quickly. 

Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 2 

33 I find the command presentation 

unnecessarily complex. 

Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 3 

34 I would find the command useful in my 

job. 

Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 2 

35 I intend to use the command in the future. Closed-ended, five point Likert-Scale with 

the following answer possibilities: 

“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, 

“Disagree”, or “Strongly disagree”

✕ 2 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table A3 ( continued ) 

No. Question Question type Required GQM- 

Question 

36 Mark all the parts of the command 

presentation that you find necessary for 

evaluating the quality of the command 

recommendation 

Closed-ended, with the following multiple 

answer possibilities: “Command name and 

description (Sec I)”, “Explanation of 

recommendation (Sec II)”, “Usage example 

(Sec III)”

✕ 4 

37 Mark all the parts of the command 

presentation that you find useful for 

evaluating the quality of the command 

recommendation 

Closed-ended, with the following multiple 

answer possibilities: “Command name and 

description (Sec I)”, “Explanation of 

recommendation (Sec II)”, “Usage example 

(Sec III)”

✕ 4 

38 Do you think that some information is 

missing in the command presentation? 

Closed-ended, with the following single 

answer possibilities: “Yes” or “No”

✕ 3 

39 If yes, which? Open-ended 3 

ateme  

SD 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B. Potential correlations 

Table B4 

Potential correlations between categories of users and their agreement with the st

A = Agree, N = Neutral, D = Disagree, SD = Strongly Disagree. 

Category It would be useful for me to learn more 

commands available in my IDE. 

SA A N D 

Age 

18–24 3 1 0 0 

25–34 5 11 1 1 

35–44 2 6 0 0 

45–54 2 0 1 1 

55–64 0 0 1 0 

Experience 

< 2 3 0 0 1 

2–4 2 1 0 0 

5–9 3 6 1 0 

10–19 2 10 0 1 

20–30 2 0 0 0 

> 30 0 1 2 0 

I would find the command easy to use. 

SA 

A 

N 

D 

SD 

I would find the command useful in my job. 

SA 3 3 1 0 

A 9 10 1 1 

N 0 5 0 0 

D 0 0 1 1 

SD 0 0 0 0 
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